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Tournament  
HTR Summer Handicapping Tournament 

  

We are making final preparations for our big summer on-line handicapping contest and we want you to get involved 
and take a shot at some great prizes.  Easy entry rules and information listed below.  Be sure to check the HTR mes-
sage board for latest details.   Everyone is welcome to enter; contest is not limited to HTR subscribers. 
  

This contest is a good one for all strategies and handicapping styles - not just longshot bombers.  The format has 
been designed to reward the smartest and most consistent player over a period of time but without the pressure of 
having to make selections daily.  Three tracks have been chosen to keep the play going seven days a week at all 
hours.  All contest selections will be made public and the standings updated daily – thus keeping everyone involved in 
the day-to-day drama and excitement.   Contest email address contest@homebased2.com 
 

Entry Fee  
Free, but players must send our web host Rick Bush $25 per entry as a contest maintenance fee.  It is a lot of work to 
run a tournament and you all know what a great job Rick did during our winter contest, keeping things honest and 
updating the standings daily.  Your entry must be received by August 16 to get into contention on day-1.  But we will 
accept entries as late as August 25 for contestants coming in late.  Mail entry fees to -  
  

Rick Bush 
601 E. Judge Perez   Apt “Q” 
Chalmette, LA  70043 
  

Please be aware that KM Software / HTR / HDW will make no profit on this contest.  All prizes will be paid out of my 
pocket.  Your $25 per entry donation goes entirely to Rick Bush as a gratuity for his efforts. 
  

1st Prize 
3 free months on HTR (Oct, Nov, & Dec 2002) + $1 cash for total winning contest points (see rules below).   Maxi-
mum cash value = $500     
 Largest possible prize value = $858     Smallest possible prize value = $358     The cash prize assumes the winner 
will have a final contest total greater than zero.  
  

2nd and 3rd Prize 
1 free month on HTR (Oct, Nov, or Dec 2002) ($119 value) or $100 cash. 
  

Contest Dates 
Fri Aug 16 - Mon Sept 2 (Labor Day). 
  

Contest Tracks 
DMR, SAR, and MNR  
  

Contest Format 
Select a total of 50 contest wagers during the 18 days of action.  You may play on any days you choose and pass as 
many days as you want.  However, you must make a total of 50 plays during the 18 days with the maximum number 
of plays per day at 5.  Choose any race from any of the 3 tracks.  (Multiple horses per race, ok).  Contest horses will 
be bet as $2 win-place-show ($6 total).  Wagers must be submitted NLT 1-minute prior to actual post time and we will 
be scrutinizing for past posting.  Or you may email your selections to Rick at least one hour prior to post time.   
  

Important to Remember 
Contest wagers ($6) will be deducted from player totals, win or lose. 
Example: you select a horse that wins and pays: $15 win  $10 place  $5 show 
Your point total = 24 for this race.  $30 return - $6 wagered  = $24 / 24 points.  
Maximum points that can be earned per race = 100.   No caps on the win odds.  
  

Maximum number of contest picks per day for each entry = 5 
Exception to this is on the final day of the contest (Labor Day 09/02) when an unlimited number of contest 
wagers may be placed to help catch up those that haven’t made their full 50 wagers.  Unused wagers at 
the end of the contest will be deducted –6 pts for each unused play up to 50. 
  

Scratches 
Are ignored and not counted against the player.  You do not have to make another wager in that race.  You are not 
forced to take the favorite.  The wager is simply a void.   Just be sure you make all 50 plays by the end of the tour-
nament on Sept 2.   
  

Posting your picks is easy – go to your private contest message board area and type it in at least one minute prior to 
post time on that day.  If you need to make all your picks in advance, be sure to specify the date.   Example of a 
contest post: “08/25, DMR-7, #3” (horse #3 on August 25).  If you don’t specify the date, it means you want the play 
for the calendar day you posted the pick.  You may email your picks in advance if you don’t wish to post to the mes-
sage board.   You may use a nickname for the contest:  km1, km2 for my two entries.  Be sure to specify the nick-
name for Rick when you send him your $25.  Two entries maximum per player - good luck! 
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News and Notes 
HTR 2002 Seminar 

 

The 7th annual HTR seminar and user meeting took place at the Stardust Hotel in Las Vegas, July 12-13.  
About 45 subscribers attended one or more of the seminar sessions on Friday or Saturday.  Many brought 
spouses and friends and the atmosphere is always fun and congenial; the rapport is instant among our 
group.   A big thank you to all that made trip, especially so many that came from the east coast this year.  
Much appreciation to those of you that spoke to me or wrote later with such positive and encouraging 
comments about the event.  It is not a life-changing weekend, but it is usually memorable and everyone 
learns something they can take back home and ponder or even make money with.  
 
Grateful kudos to our volunteer seminar participants: Tomcat, Linda, Donnie, Suzy, Pam and Ernie for 
their cheerful effort and hard work.  Thanks for wearing those purple HTR shirts the whole weekend! 
 
While there is no substitute for attending a seminar “live”.  I’ll highlight and summarize the events of the 
weekend and offer considerable detail on my own material herein.  A few of the items will appear in the 
updated HTR2001 software this month (see page 10).  Contact Tom or Don via email or our message 
board if you have questions or want more detail about their presentations. 
 
Our Friday night user conference always begins with an excellent buffet dinner compliments of the Star-
dust. Race & Sports manager Joe Lupo attended and we thanked him for another year of well- organized 
accommodation at the hotel.  Our annual meeting is virtually free to attend thanks to our continued spon-
sorship from the Stardust Race & Sports.  I hope that some of you that have not attended in the past will 
make the trip next year and take advantage of one of the best weekends of handicapping instruction and 
social interaction that is available for so little out of pocket. 
 
After some introductions, awards and photos, we played a game of HTR Bingo.  Unfortunately I messed 
up the card printing and ten people got bingo at once.  Rick Newton from Little Rock finally won the 
grand prize after the finalists got a fresh bingo card and we called some new numbers.  Tommy Castillo 
was given a special prize for his incredible loyalty to HTR and having attended all seven seminars over 
the years.  Ernie Logsdon and Ben Okamoto (the original members) were also honored as the only other 
people to have made it for seven straight years.  Glen Love (not in attendance) earned our applause as he 
was announced as our top message board contributor.  
 
Tom Walters started off his Friday talk by presenting me with a wonderful antique horseracing cartoon – 
matted and framed – circa 1910.  A great edition to my office wall – the funny poem is reprinted for your 
amusement on page 11 in this newsletter.  Tom used the TLC program (both old and new) on Friday night 
to remind us about noticing details and changes that are occurring in almost every race.  We have tried to 
squeeze as much into the new TLC as possible (see page 10) and the user needs to take notice of trainer 
movements such as equipment, class drops, jockey switch, workouts and activity patterns.  On Saturday 
Tom focused on class droppers and how to deal with them.   
 
Don Nadermann presented another outstanding 4-hour Saturday database workshop.  After we all got our 
laptops configured (some of us faked ignorance so the lovely Suzy would have to help us) we learned a 
great deal about how to handle the data files and work our queries.  The discussion of macros in Access 
was particularly enlightening and Don is a very entertaining teacher.  
 
We concluded the Friday night session with a mock handicapping tournament.  It was not just for 
amusement – it was designed to involve the participants in a discussion of tournament realities.  The win-
ner was Fred M from Arizona ($100 prize).  I simulated races and probabilities by writing a computer 
program with a random number generator with correct mathematical outcomes and odds.  Users then 
selected horses at various odds or passed races in hopes of getting them into the flow of a real contest.  I 
think it worked very well and we’ll do it again next year.  But the bingo game will have to go.    
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2002 Seminar Review 
The Fundamental Premise of Velocity Handicapping 

 

I began my talk at the Friday seminar by reviewing the primary notion involved with velocity handicap-
ping.   The cornerstone idea has to do with energy distribution and explains two key realities that we see 
everyday as handicappers  
 

1. Horses with inferior speed figures are able to defeat rivals that have run much faster figures.    
 

2. Horses that have quit badly at a shorter distance are able to win at a longer distance.  
 
In his landmark book Picking Winners (1976), Andy Beyer writes: “I used to try to convince other race-
trackers that pace and fractional times are unimportant. I keep my mouth shut on the subject of pace and 
quietly ignore it when I am handicapping”.  In later years, Beyer would amend these comments and assert 
that under extreme early pace scenarios (very fast or very slow) the outcome of the race could be affected.  
His comments echo the beliefs of Ragozin and Thorograph Sheets as well, that is that pace - velocity and 
fractional time handicapping is meaningless in most cases and the only important facet is how fast the 
horse gets to the wire.  They urge their followers to consider speed figures in light of the horse’s form 
cycle, current fitness and activity pattern, but not in terms how fast or slow they ran in the earlier portions 
of the race. 
 
Obviously, anyone in the business of making and selling final time speed figures does not need to pro-
mote concepts of pace handicapping that might undermine their business interests!  Interesting that most 
of the popular speed figures gurus have dabbled with the idea of adding pace figures with their final time 
speed ratings but never followed through.  They probably found the complexity of quantifying internal 
fractions far more difficult than anticipated.  
 
I don’t have an ax to grind with Beyer or any other speed figure developers.  I have used them all and 
they are all quality sources and very accurate.  My point is that they promote the conventional wisdom 
and the prevalent thinking for most horseplayers.  One of the key reasons why we see toteboard favorites 
hammered by the bettors late in the wagering is because they believe that speed figure superiority trans-
lates to an automatic bet.  Final time speed figures are compelling for almost all handicappers and most 
low odds runners will have the best recent numbers in the field, regardless of the source.  To make money 
in this game, we had better ‘think outside the bun’ as they say in the Taco Bell ads. 
 
Assume a thoroughbred is able to win a 6.0f race with the following fractions  
 

45.0  110.0  (final fraction = 25.0 sec) 
 

Assuming the horse is healthy and in good form and enters another race at the same track with similar 
surface conditions but he is forced to run a smoking 44.0 flat for the same 6-furlongs.  What can we 
expect for its final time?  Speed figure promoters might argue that the horse will slow down a full second 
in the final fraction (26.0 sec final quarter) but that would still get him home in 110.0 with the exact same 
speed figure as the previous race.    
 
If you have any experience running track (or even jogging at the park) you know how absurd that notion 
sounds.  Forcing yourself to run too fast in the early stages of a distance has a massive deterioration effect 
on the cardiovascular system that will cause rapid muscular slow down and even collapse.  Racehorses 
are mammals with limited anaerobic capacity and going too fast too soon diminishes their chances of get-
ting to the wire in their optimal final time. This concept of over-exertion is called “unrecoverable energy 
loss”.  A pace handicapper begins his study of any race in terms of how the early fractions will effect the 
outcome.     
 
But there is also the concept of “recoverable energy gain”.  If our example runner above is allowed a soft 
46.0 second half mile in his next 6.0f race, how fast will he finish?  Again, the speed handicapper will say 
that the horse will speed up his final fraction (24 seconds now) and still finish in 110 flat.   ?? 
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 2002 Seminar Review 
Foundation of Velocity Handicapping… continued 

 

We have reviewed three potential pace scenarios for our 6-furlong example horse.  The speed figure han-
dicapper will argue that if the horse is in prime shape and all conditions are equal, it will run the same 
final figure (or final time of 110.0) in all three cases. 
 
The pace/velocity handicapper replies that this is preposterous and the extreme difference in these internal 
fractions (44 – 45 – 46) would have profound consequences on the horse’s final time.   
 
The velocity handicapper can use a rough rule of thumb to estimate the outcome of the final time after 
changing the fractions as shown below.  It is a two for one loss or gain in the final fraction.    
 

45.0 = 110.0  (25 sec final) 
44.0 = 111.0  (27 sec final) 
46.0 = 109.0  (23 sec final) 
 

As shown here, the velocity theory promotes that energy used up early, will result in a double loss of time 
in the final fraction.  In the first case (45.0 –110.0) the horse ran its final quarter in 25 seconds.  If forced 
to run one full second faster (44.0 pace) his final fraction will suffer a two-second loss, thus coming home 
in an exhausted 27.0 seconds and a final time of 111.0.  If the horse is allowed a very relaxed pace (46.0) 
that is one full second slower than normal, he will have a ton of conserved energy and be able to finish the 
race two-seconds faster in the final portion (23.0) and 109.0.    
 
This example is very unrealistic and was done for shock value.  Most horses never have to compete under 
such extremes to their internal fractions.  But every racehorse does face slightly different pace and posi-
tion scenarios in each encounter and that effects how fast they can get to the finish line.   The pace handi-
capper has a far more difficult task than his speed handicapping counterpart.  He must predict the likely 
pace of the race in question and then estimate how it will benefit or hurt the chances of each entrant 
according to how they have dealt with internal fractions in the past. 
 
We use feet-per-second (fps) as an equalizing measuring stick for the pace and apparent energy used 
between fractions.  The use of the fps numbers can confuse handicappers that don’t like the math and the 
arrays of decimal numerals.  Simplicity of whole numbers is big draw for speed figure users.  It is easy to 
compare 91 vs. 79 in a flash.  But how do you deal with 58.60-57.93-53.33 vs. 60.74-58.39-50.21?  Here 
is a case where most bettors would back the 91 over the 79 (probably at low odds) but the velocity player 
would give the other horse a big look due to the superior ability to deal with fast early fractions.  Should 
the pace become relaxed for the second horse, he would be very likely to beat his rival because his final 
fraction would improve two-fold due to the early energy conserved. 
 
I don’t want to delve much deeper into the subject of velocity energy loss and gain.  It may already be too 
confusing for some.  During the seminar I can look at the audience faces and gauge whether I need to 
slow down or clarify material and use extra time to go over a complicated concept.  I don’t like writing 
about advanced velocity concepts because it is difficult to grasp from a few paragraphs of text.  Tom Bro-
hamer’s Modern Pace Handicapping is still the best treatise on this subject ever published.  If you under-
stand the gist of that book then the material presented above will make more sense.  I’m afraid there is 
just no substitute for attending a live seminar for total enlightenment!  
 
One solid velocity concept that has never been written about in other sources, and is unique to HTR, is 
what I term “the rule of 50”.   From the comments after the seminar, this idea was well received and easy 
to implement for most.  So on the next two pages we’ll dig into it and it may give you major benefits and 
insights into the usage of velocity numbers in your handicapping.    
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2002 Seminar Review 
The Velocity ‘Rule of 50’ 

 

On its face, the velocity (Fr3) ‘rule of 50’ seems simple enough.  The basic idea is that when a thor-
oughbred runner is unable to run his Fr3 (final fraction) in 50.00 fps or more he ceases to be a horse of 
any potential or quality and cannot be termed a “closer” no matter what his running style or late speed 
ranking.  The ‘rule of 50’ is a critical piece of information when analyzing low class races, cheap speed or 
the potential of a Fr1 longshot to wire the field. 
 
The benchmark 50.00 fps in the final fraction is useful only when looking at thoroughbred past-perform-
ance or comparative velocity numbers in HTR.  There is no other source for the correct adjustment of the 
fps ratings as the final fraction has been scaled to the 50.00 fps standard on purpose.   I strongly suggest 
you use HTR2001 for the most accurate up-to-date fps numbers. 
 
While the ‘rule of 50’ is very worthwhile in turf races, it is most applicable on dirt.  In fact, when 
reviewing turf runners, it is a good habit to raise the Fr3 standard to 52.00 fps as severe de-acceleration on 
grass is the kiss of the death. 
 
Here are some concepts regarding the ‘rule of 50’ to keep in mind  
 

• A thoroughbred that routinely runs its final fraction under 50.00 fps is telling us that it has no class 
potential and will be unable to have a high-earning career in racing.  Experience, fitness and training 
do not matter after age 3.  The capacity to run 50 fps will be there or it won’t.  It will not be trained 
into the horse once its basic ability is established.  Racehorses cannot be given intensive, endurance 
style workouts as with human long distance runners as it would destroy a horse’s fragile legs to put 
through such extreme exercise. 

 
• The inability to complete the third fraction in 50.00 fps or better indicates the horse is exhausted in 

the last part of the race and cannot muster a drive.  Remember, Fr3 is actually the final 2-3 furlongs of 
a race.  A runner that cannot exceed 50.00 fps for 2-furlongs is almost certainly dropping below 45.00 
fps in the last eighth of a mile (stretch) – almost to the point of a trot or jog – very tired. 

 
• *Key Concept* If all the horses in a given race have Fr3 ratings below 50.00 fps there is a huge 

advantage to the early speed runners.   Everyone will be tired at the end of the race and those horses 
that are on or near the lead will likely stagger home on top.  Look at the example below to illustrate. 

 
DMR Race-1  August 3, 2002   3uF STR  8.0D    Data from HTR2001  fps screen ranked by Fr1  PL(5) 
 

Name             MLO     Fr1    Fr2    Fr3__     E/P-- 
Excessive Angi   3/1    58.04! 54.95* 47.03     56.45! 
Al Salem         7/2    57.16  54.55  48.68*    55.82  
On the Big Scr  10/1    56.01  53.22  47.57     54.58  
Ace’s Valentin   6/1    55.36  52.25  48.34     54.29  
Belongstospeed   4/1    54.88  53.27  48.53     54.33  
Mistress Page    8/1    54.80  54.87  47.93     54.83  
Bourgeoisie     10/1    53.95  54.46  47.52     54.13  
 
Here we see the Velocity Plus or TLC feet-per-second (fps) data as it appears in HTR2001 for this race 
using Paceline mode (5).  The other paceline approaches would have revealed similar numbers.   None of 
the entrants in here can muster a realistic late charge.  Obviously someone has to be ranked best in the late 
speed velocity factors (S/P, L/P, Lv) but if they cannot exceed 50 fps for Fr3 it is meaningless.  There is 
no closing capability in this race.  They will all be tired late and no one will be able to charge at the 
leader.  The front-runner will no doubt be running out of gas in the stretch, but so will everyone else!  
And that is exactly what happened.  Excessive Angi went to the lead, was challenged by others, tired but 
was not passed.  In fact she drew off at the end.   
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2002 Seminar Review 
The Velocity ‘Rule of 50’    continued 

 

Another scenario for you to watch takes place when there is a single runner in the race with Fr3 rating 
higher than 50 fps and all the others are well below the mark.  Mike DeRienzo (Mike Dee) was unable to 
attend the seminar this year and emailed me asking for clarification on the ‘rule of 50’.  The man is sharp! 
Within in an hour he had written me back with the perfect example of a lone ‘50’ winner from the first 
race at PHA on July 30.  Below are the entrants and their Fr1-2-3 ratings as they appeared in HTR2001 
PL(5) velocity screens for that race at Philly  
 
PHA race-1 July 30, 2002   3uF M08   5.5D 
Name              MLO     Fr1    Fr2    Fr3__ 
Graceful Balance  5/2    58.67! 54.90* 46.62  
Corley McKenzie  10/1    57.85  53.91  47.15  
Mangolia Hall     9/2    57.82  53.80  48.11  
Doo Wops Girl    15/1    57.72  53.84  40.16  
Sheza Texas Code  5/1    56.84  53.88  49.57  
Ashley’s Alibi   12/1    55.73  54.03  49.24  
Phone the Nurse   7/2    55.09  54.60  51.47! 
Broad Stripes    15/1    52.72  54.66  43.29  
 
These poor fillies are obviously not going to make it the Breeders Cup!   The race comes down to two 
fundamental questions – can Graceful Balance hang on with her superior early speed or can Phone the 
Nurse get anywhere within striking distance at the top of the stretch and pass this field like they are 
standing still with her superior late fraction – she did.   
 
When one or two entrants possess such superior late ability over a dull field, they only need to get them-
selves with hailing distance on the turn to waltz right on by their exhausted opponents.  Thanks to Mike 
for flagging this example race for us.  
 
What about when good horses face off and all of them are well over the 50.00 fps Fr3 guideline?  You 
will see this all the time at major tracks above the 15k claiming level.  High potential stakes and allow-
ance runners will display powerful final fractions above 54.00 in many cases.  Top quality grass stars can 
run amazing Fr3 numbers in the 57.00 and up range.  Become aware of the massive gap in quality and 
class among thoroughbreds as revealed by the Fr3 figures.  You can view a horse’s last-10 past-perform-
ances in HTR2001 with the feet-per-second [FPS] screen.   It is here you can finitely access the class of a 
horse as displayed with his Fr3 history.  Take a look at this screen and become aware of the not-so-subtle 
differences in the numbers between the high quality thoroughbreds and the cheapies. 
 
Trainers rarely make the mistake of spotting a maiden too low in class for its debut.  The ‘rule of 50’ is 
equally obvious to the trained eye of a horseman as he observes a young trainee going 4-furlongs or more 
during a morning work.  After 3 or 4 furlongs at a moderate to fast tempo the cheapies will de-accelerate 
noticeably.  The classier runners can continue past a half-mile with strong momentum and everyone will 
take notice of how they are ‘on the muscle’ and able to take on additional furlongs without blowing hard.   
From the workouts alone most trainers can spot the classier runners that are likely to accomplish Fr3 
velocity ratings above 50.00.  This is why 5-furlong workouts are the most critical for handicappers to 
take notice of.   Fast 5.0f workouts (under 1:00) are an impressive sign of fitness and ability.  
 
There must be a dozen other good awareness techniques for the ‘rule of 50’ while viewing the [FPS] past-
performances.  Can a sprinter stretch out?   Not if he has been unable to run Fr3 over 50.00 and the oppo-
nents have been exceeding that mark in their routes.  Will a successful dirt router make the transition to 
grass?  Only if his Fr3 numbers are strong (above 52.00) and his pedigree rating is high.  Is the favorite a 
bad play when it cannot exceed Fr3 50.00 fps?   You bet he is – unless he has a clear early speed edge and 
the other runners have proven just as woeful late in the race. 
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2002 Seminar Review 
Evaluating the Favorites  

 

My Saturday presentation (which included the public along with the HTR crowd) was an analytical and 
very systematic approach to predicting race outcome and likely volatility.  The focus was on evaluating 
the morning line favorite and various race elements to calculate a single number that could help us con-
clude if the favorites or longshot were more likely to win.  The most important facet of this is uncovering 
the false favorite, a horse that is bet heavily but either has several negatives or no real edge on his oppo-
nents.  Beating the chalk is fundamental to making money at the track.  
 
While I handed out a point sheet at the seminar and will go over the details here, you really won’t need 
more than a casual understanding of the math because I am inserting the final ratings into HTR2001 for 
every race.   We will abbreviate it the Vi or Volatility index.   The item will appear in the latest export as 
well and I hope we can get some interesting test outcomes from users recognizing that ‘wide open’ races 
or ‘chalky’ races can be quantified in advanced and outcomes better predicted.  This could be a real bene-
fit for tournament players that need to focus on hitting fat priced horses.  But the concept works equally 
well for spotting live favorites.  Pick-3,4,6 players are always looking for singles so they can spread out 
and catch a longshot in another race.  The Vi will help you tremendously toward that end because you will 
quickly uncover the most likely winning favorite in the sequence.  
 
It no longer makes much sense to utilize post-time odds in studying horse racing statistics.  The player 
cannot ascertain the final odds until the horses have completed the race.  Changes on the toteboard due to 
late simulcast money are common and often radical.  We have talked before about how the late money 
typically hammers the favorite and causes large distortions in the odds that cannot be predicted before the 
race.   The smarter thing to do is to study ML favorites that have static (non-changing) odds.  This makes 
sense anyway if you are playing the Daily Double, P3, P4, P6 etc, as there are no odds to look for in the 
subsequent races.   Luckily, one of the key functions of the ML maker is to identify a single horse that is 
likely to be public choice in the wagering.  They rarely write in a tie for the lowest odds.  Below are the 
stats I ran on my database, actual favorites vs. ML favorites. 
 
56,000+ races from a 365 database 2001-2002   All Tracks and All Dist/Surf/Class/Age/Sex Combined. 
 

Item                Win        ROI 
ML Favorites        30.3%      0.81 
Acutal Favorites    32.8%      0.80 
 
I passed out the complete betting statistics at the seminar, but it is not that meaningful to present them 
here.  Numbers of both types of favorites have held up in my studies for decades.  However, the return 
rate (ROI) has dropped about 2-cents per decade over time.  When I started studying race statistics in the 
late 1970’s, the favorite return rate was almost set in stone at 0.85 ROI and 33%.  Part of the drop today 
could be due to increased takeouts – but the straight-pool mutuel takeouts have actually gone back to the 
levels of 1970’s in recent years at many locations and remain largely unchanged in California.  A more 
important fact to consider is that the average field size has dropped by about 1.5 horses per race since 
1980 – a critical variable that should have produced more winning favorites and increased ROI yet we 
see steady erosion of profits betting the chalk and no increase in the win percentage.   By the way, did 
you know that with quarter horses, harness, and dog races the favorites win typically 35% or more of the 
races with higher ROI?  If you like to bet chalk, stay away from the thoroughbreds!  
 
Morning line favorites tend to win at about the 30% rate regardless of location or time of year.  Surpris-
ingly, despite winning 3% less than the tote-favorites, they return more money.  This makes them an ideal 
study group and a perfect statistical benchmark for any factors presented in handicapping literature or 
software.  Very few horseplayers can exceed 30% winners picking on their own if asked to play every 
race at every track.  In HTR the (K) rating hits exactly 30% in large samples on all races, but the ROI is 
above 0.85 so it is a more viable contender source, especially with knowledge that the top 5 (K) rated will 
win 85% or more.  (You can test this yourself in HTR2001).   
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2002 Seminar Review 
Evaluating the Favorite and Race Volatility – Point System 

 

Another important statistic that you should keep in mind is that about 25% winners pay $15 or more.  
That may be sobering news to some.  This means 75% of all winning horses will pay under $15 (6/1).  
Longshots are hard to find, no?   But maybe there is a remedy to help change the way we perceive an 
individual race.   My studies before the seminar concluded that while the 30/25 ratio is very solid for large 
samples, the reality is that the percentages are extremely volatile from race to race.  I devised a point sys-
tem to help quantify this situation. 
 
With this system – you are studying races, not horses.   Begin computing each race with a point value of 30.  That 
represents the percent of winning ML favorites, true, but after we do a little addition and subtraction we will find a 
number that will help us understand not only how probable the ML favorite is to win, but also gauges the volatility 
of the race and whether or not we can expect that 25% longshot rate to be improved.  Below is the complete chart of 
point values from the seminar.  But you don’t need to use the chart is you have HTR2001 “August 6, 2002” version 
as the numbers are computed for every race for you and listed next to the Vi in the header. 
 
Race Info (Begin with 30 points and add or subtract as shown) 
Field Size     Points       Race Type           Pts     Type         Pts 
12+              -5          Alw/Stk  Dt Spr    +4       Msw Dt Spr  +2 
10-11            -3                   Dt Rte    +4           Dt Rte  +5 
9                -2                   Tf Rte    +3           Tf Rte  +1 
8                -1                 
7                +2          Claiming Dt Spr    -1       MCL Dt Spr  +1 
6                +5                   Dt Rte    -2           Dt Rte  +1 
5 or less        +8                   Tf Rte    -3 
 
ML Favorite (Add or Subtract from the total obtained above)  
Layoff   Pts              ML Odds        Points 
FTS      -5               2/1 or less      +2 
1-14     +1               5/2               0 
15-90     0               3/1 or more      -2 
90-180   -1                
180-360  -2 
360-999  -4 
 
ML Favorite (Add or Subtract as above) 
Factor                              Pts     
Early Speed (E/P) rank = 1          +2 (dirt) 
Early Speed (E/P) rank > 4          -3 (dirt) 
 

Speed Fig (or PER) rank = 1         +2 
Speed Fig Rank > 3                  -2 
 

ACL Rank = 1                        +1 
ACL Rank > 3                        -2 
 
Use the chart below to understand what the final point values mean.  I’m sorry I just don’t have the space 
here to run through examples as I did multiple times at the seminar.   Use HTR2001 newest version and 
the latest export to study the numbers more carefully.  Look for the Vi = n rating. 
 
Vi Pts             Comments 
40+        Very low volatility / ML favorites win high rate, longshots rare. 
33-39      Moderately low volatility, chalk strong, longshots < 25% 
27-33      Normal range, favorites = 33% wins, longshots = 25% wins. 
20-26 High Volatility range, favorites win below 30%, longshots > 30% 
19-01      Very high volatility, wide-open / very low win% for favorites. 
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Software Upgrade 
HTR2001 August Upgrade 

More on the Vi 
I have a ton of new stuff added and revised in the HTR2001 program.  Let’s conclude the discussion 
above by talking about the Vi (volatility index) and how it is implemented into the software.  Up at the 
top right of the race header you will see a listing such as “Vi = 29”.  This tells us that the index for the 
race is 29 points (normal range).   When the index drops below 27 points, as it often does in large fields of 
claimers, you can start looking for an upset, favorites are very vulnerable.  If the index moves above 35 as 
it will in short field of stakes horses, you are unlikely to see a longshot winner and can safely single the 
chalk if he looks good on all other factors.  Does the index mean that the favorites will win or lose on cue 
every time?  Of course not, the Vi is just a statistical tool that predicts tendency, not 100% reality.  Favor-
ites will win in low Vi races and longshots will win in high ones, but just not as often as normal.  In future 
newsletters we will discuss the rating in detail and offer definitive statistics as to its usefulness. 
 
Program Screen 
Added an important new feature – the probability percentage (PRB) and its related Value Line (VBET).   
An accurate estimated line is critical for determining overlays.  The probability percents have been tested 
extraordinarily accurate for five years now in the DOS version.  I have used a more sophisticated 
approach with the HTR2001 and hope that it produces a slightly better line.  If not, I’ll tweak it closer to 
the old one and fine tune it as I did the DOS version over the years.  
 
TLC updated with Impact and much more 
 

The TLC program has 4 distinct sections.  Section I has added the VBET and the Pace rating and is 
ranked by the (K) rating.   Section II is ranked by trainer power and has one new item, the “Clm” (claim) 
column.  If a numeral (1-4) appears, it indicates that the horse was claimed 1=last time; 2=two starts back, 
etc., by the listed trainer.  If the “1” appears you will also see the “#” listed for that trainer it indicates a 
trainer change since the claim in the previous start.  If the “#” appears without the claim designation “1”, 
then the horse was acquired by the trainer without a claim – possibly an ownership change. 
 
TLC Section III is brand new and contains last race details from the horse’s most recent start.  Items 
such as the last track competed (note shippers), class level (quickly find maiden breakers or horses drop-
ping from Msw to Mcl), RP (running style used and 1st call position in that race) along with the finish, 
performance rating and full trip note.  In addition, a column is used to flag Tandems and Key Races (see 
below).   The valuable Impact ratings have been added (see below) and the horses are ranked by the 
Impact “Total”.  Section IV contains the velocity feet-per-second and is ranked by Fr1.   
 
Impact Screen has been added – Click the [IMP] button to access. 
I worked long and hard to duplicate the Impact numbers from the DOS versions.  The first two ratings are 
almost 100% identical from the old version.  Those first two Impact ratings are called the Esp (early 
speed) and the Att (‘attack’ or true turn-time rating).  I did find calculation bugs in the DOS version Res 
(‘resistance’ or final furlong rating) and you may see slight differences in that final number only.  The 
Impact numbers are based upon the Paceline Mode (PL) chosen by the users.  Later I’ll add  
 
Tandem and Key Race Screen 
I’m working on a pop-up screen that will give you instant race-by-race information on tandems (horses coming from 
the same race), key races (races that were strong for the level), longshots and alerts to changes.  You’ll find the new 
button at the bottom of the screen, but the listings are not yet complete. 
 
Export Utility 
Have two brand new export options, HX4 and HX5.  The details for the data exported can found in a 
separate text files HX4.TXT and HX5.TXT available from our site.  
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Fun Stuff 
They’re Off – A Horseplayers Poem 

 

Tom and Linda Walters gifted me with another neat portrait for my office.  Last year they gave me a 
beautiful painting of the Keeneland paddock.  This year they found an antique cartoon and verses from 
the old days of racing.  The item is not dated, but is probably from the early 20th century by the look of 
the illustrations and writing style.  It could be either British or American but for horseplayers it is timeless 
and wonderfully close to home.  I have re-printed it below for your enjoyment and with much gratitude to 
Tom and Linda for giving it to me.   
 
When I go to the races – flat, hurdle or ‘chases 
There is plenty of helpful advice 
On which horse to back and, though there’s no lack, 
It doesn’t come cheap at the price 
 
The man at the gate, say’s “back number eight” 
In the first, for I swear it can’t fail 
But it’s money ill-spent, for the pace that it went 
Was that of an elderly snail 
 
When it comes to the second, a trainer friend reckoned 
“My horse, it cannot be beat” 
He might have been smart, if at the start 
It had managed to stay on its feet 
 

 [cartoon shows a horse falling to its nose – like War Emblem in the Belmont!] 
 
From an owner I heard that his horse in the third 
Was just right and bound to run close 
But his horse was deformed and he’d been misinformed, 
Unless someone had slipped it a dose  
 
Then a jockey I knew said, “This one will go 
It will win – get your money down fast” 
Going better than most, it was first past the post 
But his rider, on the ground, finished last  
 
And then I met Nancy who told me her fancy 
Had scored with a ten-to-one win 
My choice wasn’t there and it’s no help to hear 
She chose hers with the help of a pin 
 
My next choice was good, for it gamely withstood 
Every challenge and went fit to bust 
But alas, it was nipped, I was thoroughly gypped 
I tore up my tickets in disgust 
 

But then an objection advanced my selection 
To first; but to my dismay 
Though I searched the ground and all around 
My winning tickets had all blown away! 
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 Late News 
 

Get your updated HTR2001 right now and review all the great new features.  Be sure you have 
the “August 6” version running after you download.  Review page 10 herein for details on the 
new features or click the [?] on-screen while running the TLC to get help. 
 

I will be out of the office from August 8-11 competing in the SunCoast tournament in Las Vegas.  
This one attracts all the tough players with its $1000 entry fee and big prize structure.  HTR will 
be well represented with at least 7 of our top tournament players in attendance.  I’ll put the 
results up on the message board when I return and in the newsletter next month.  If you have 
entered in a local tournament lately, please write to me and let me know how you did.   
 

Speaking of tournaments – please get involved in our HTR summer event   Full details on page-
2 in this newsletter.  I’ll be competing as “KM” for fun only, but the rest of you are eligible for 
some great prizes.  The more experience you have putting yourself at stake in contests, the 
more focused you will find yourself becoming in daily handicapping and grasping detail. 

 
 
 

HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.homebased2.com/km
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